[The influence of the geotropic induction on the content and the distribution of auxin in the hypocotyls of Helianthus and on their sensitivity to the growth substance].
1. Comparative measurements of the geotropic curvature and of the auxin distribution in the same gravitational field were performed to test the relation between the transversal growth substance gradient and the observed tropic reaction. In order to examine whether the extent of the curvature is fully explaned by the asymmetry of the auxin distribution in the opposite halves of the stimulated organ, comparable growth substance gradients were produced in vertical hypocotyls by supplying them asymmetrically with synthetic auxin from external sources. After identical times the auxin content in both halves of the organ was measured and compared with the curvatures produced. The general result of all these experiments, repeated under various conditions, is the finding that a given transversal auxin concentration gradient produces much stronger curvatures in organs exposed to the transversal gravitational field than in those left in the vertical position. This observation confirms our assumption that the geotropic stimulus, in addition to changing the auxin distribution in the stimulated organ, also strongly influences its sensitivity to the growth substance. 2. Further comparative measurements revealed still another drastic effect of the geotropic stimulus. Hypocotyls put in the horizontal position absorb considerably more auxin supplied to them laterally than comparable organs do in the vertical position. This effect concerns chiefly the upper half of the stimulated stem. 3. The last experiments of this research deal with the problem of the de novo production of growth substance under the influence of the geotropic stimulus. In the growing zone of intact seedlings the content of endogenous auxin is considerably increased under the influence of the transversally acting gravitation. This effect, however, is completely missing in plants whose natural auxin sources (cotyledons, plumula) have been removed by decapitation. Therefore the possibility has to be considered that the rise of the auxin-level observed in the geotropicaly stimulated zone may be due not to a de novo formation of growth substance but to the increased absorption capacity of the tissue for auxin already present in its natural sources.